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90% positive   
10% troublesome

*before Trump



The future is no longer just an extension of the present

1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128 256…



We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change:  
to keep thinking linear is increasingly dangerous

Now 
1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/

Exponential + combinatorial + interdependent
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Was Will be



Significant change of economic logic: ETA 15 years

‘Sustainable’ is becoming the new ‘profitable’



Hybrid thinking is key to future success



“The single biggest reason 
that companies fail is that 

they over-invest in what is…

… as opposed to what 
might be”  (Gary Hamel)



Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact



Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact



Data is the new oil - and it will be regulated like oil



Data is the new oil - and it will be regulated like oil



http://qz.com/403628/autonomous-cars-will-destroy-millions-of-jobs-and-reshape-the-economy-by-2025/

“A January 2013 Columbia 
University study suggested that 

with a fleet of just 9,000 
autonomous cars, Uber could 
replace every taxi cab in New 
York City, and that passengers 
would wait an average of 36 
seconds for a ride that costs 

about $0.50 per mile”

Technology is rapidly changing what we think of as ‘normal’

http://qz.com/403628/autonomous-cars-will-destroy-millions-of-jobs-and-reshape-the-economy-by-2025/


Game-changers everywhere: are you a driver or are you being driven?



1. Maker-Economy: distributed manufacturing 
and 3D printing in all segments of industry 

2. On-Demand / Sharing Economy: own less, 
access more - a new kind of dis-ownership? 

3. Circular Economy: people, planet, profit - 
towards a sustainable capitalism ? 

4. Experience Economy: immersive and embodied 
experiences, lifetime memories not purchases 

5. Gig Economy, remote working & telepresence

5 new ‘economies’ impacting ports & shipping



Literally everything is becoming connected and intelligent



Cyber-physical systems and the 4th industrial revolution: on an exponential curve





Everyone/thing is moving into intelligent clouds: the Megashifts
Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization



Years not decades



Years not decades
The dramatic datafication and digitization, automation, cognification, virtualization 

and robotisation of logistics, shipping, ports and transportation is  

inevitable *





Ethics  
Stewardship 
Responsibility 
Hyper-Collaboration 



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Once everything is connected and intelligent, security, standards, rules and collaboration are mission-critical
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Once everything is connected and intelligent, security, standards, rules and collaboration are mission-critical



“We are going from mobile first to AI first. Computing will be universally available, it will be 

everywhere in the context of the user’s daily life. People will be able to interact with it naturally and 

seamlessly than ever before. And above all else, it will be intelligent” Sundar Pinchai, CEO of Google



Imagine ‘thinking machines’ with an IQ of 50.000…



… but don’t confuse a clear view with a short distance , either!



A huge pr(e)omise:

Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maersk_Triple_E_class

Cognitive computing and the shipping industry…?





Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

…yet anything that cannot be digitized or automated, will become much more valuable 



Efficiency 



Beware of machine-  
thinking and reductionism



Automation bias and human judgement erosion



What should (not) be automated?

Trust 
Ethics 

Context 
Purpose 
Meaning 

Relevance 
Relationships 

…what makes us human



Keeping ‘humans in the loop’ will be essential



Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence



Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial IntelligenceMachines don’t learn | think | understand | exist like we do



Human-only skills become more valuable than ever before - but we must cherish them, as well!



Once we reach ‘peak efficiency’, human-only qualities, social and 
emotional intelligence will be the key differentiators

Algorithms Androrithms



Machines are for answers, humans are for questions





The future belongs to those who can hear it coming 
(David Bowie, RiP)



Thanks for your attention! 
Download this deck later today, via FuturistGerd.com 


